When nuclei collide peripherally at relativistic velocities, a Quark-Gluon Plasma may be formed with much larger values of vorticity than in any other known physical system: the STAR collaboration has reported observations of global polarization of Λ and Λ hyperons, generated in such collisions, corresponding to a value of the local angular velocity about 9 ± 1 × 10 21 · s −1 (averaged over impact energies). We show that, in a gauge-gravity model of QGP vorticity, one should nevertheless expect the vorticity to be bounded above in a collision with a given collision energy and centrality; furthermore, this bound is by a quantity which decreases with increasing impact energy. That is, the prediction is that QGP vorticity should be suppressed in collisions at high energy: we predict that it should be barely detectable at √ s NN = 200 GeV, but much more evident in the lower-energy collisions studied in the various Beam Energy Scans. This apparently paradoxical prediction is in fact supported by observational data. The bound is approximately attained in the cases where hyperon polarization is observable; if this is always the case in such experiments, then the model agrees with recent suggestions that these observations are related to a strong dependence of the relevant plasma moment of inertia on impact energy.
How Vortical Can The QGP Be?
Very general considerations [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] indicate that sufficiently energetic peripheral heavy-ion collisions generate Quark-Gluon Plasmas (QGP) with substantial vorticities. This was predicted to be observable in the form of global polarization of Λ and Λ hyperons, and indeed the STAR collaboration [10] at the RHIC facility has announced [11] the first direct experimental data of this kind: for discussions see for example [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] .
This major discovery has an unusual history. For these observations were not the first in which evidence of this effect were sought: in [22] the STAR collaboration itself reported such an attempt, involving collisions at energies considerably higher ( √ s NN = 62.4, 200
GeV) than those in which QGP vorticity was first detected [11] . No statistically significant polarization effect was observed at that time. Similarly, such an effect has not been seen at the still higher collision energies studied in the ALICE experiment at the LHC [23] .
On the other hand, more recently, the STAR collaboration [24] [25] [26] has in fact succeeded in detecting hyperon polarization in plasmas produced in 200 GeV collisions; but this feat was only achieved by using a data set about 150 times larger than the one used in [22] , and the computed total polarization is correspondingly tiny. In other words, it seems that the polarization is most readily observed at (relatively) low impact energies 1 , most clearly between 19.6 and 39 GeV; it becomes steadily more difficult to detect as the impact energy increases from those values. This very remarkable observation means that vorticity could be a major topic of investigation for experiments involving even lower impact energies, such as the NA61/SHINE experiment [28] and of course the Beam Energy Scan programmes [29, 30] being conducted at various facilities [31] [32] [33] 10 ], which will be reporting further data in the future.
The angular momentum imparted to the plasma in high impact energy collisions is undoubtedly much larger than in their low-energy counterparts 2 . The apparently paradoxical observation that hyperon polarization is nevertheless most clearly observable at low impact energies is currently a matter of intense theoretical interest: see for example [34, 35, 7, 12-14, 17, 36-40] . Several explanations have been proposed, including the "depolarizing" effects of higher temperatures in higher energy collisions [34] , a possible strong effect of higher energies on fluid moments of inertia [35] , longer lifetime of the fluid phase in the high energy case (leading to a dilution of vorticity), subtle effects of high energy on the rapidity distribution of the plasma's angular momentum [14] , asymmetries in the fireball which are concealed by the higher rate of its expansion in the high-energy case [13, 38, 39] , and so on; and it may well be that several or all of these effects (or indeed some entirely new phenomenon) play a role to various degrees.
Here we wish to propose that the observations and their explanations can be organised according to the following simple scheme. It is intuitively reasonable to suppose that there must be some upper bound on the vorticity in a sample of any fluid, since its centrifugal effect will tend to disrupt the vortex or modify its structure (quantified through a relevant moment of inertia). It is therefore natural to seek some understanding of our problem in terms of such a "vorticity bound " on the QGP produced in peripheral collisions.
Some perspective on this situation is provided by the remark of Keane [32] that, in view of the extremely small size of these systems and the fact that they are produced in the aftermath of collisions at speeds extremely close to the speed of light, it is not surprising that angular velocities on the order of 10 22 · s −1 are produced. Elaborating on this, we note that, for a disc of radius (say) 1 femtometre, such an angular velocity (which is in any case an over-estimate for most collisions) corresponds to a maximal tangential velocity less than one-tenth of the speed of light. Even allowing for the effects of viscosity, which in any case is generally described as "small" (see [41] for an attempt to be precise about this), from this point of view one could argue that the observed vorticity is actually rather small for a system of this size. (Another way of looking at this is to note that an angular velocity of around 10 22 · s −1 implies that the system executes, during the lifetime of the plasma (on the order of 10 −23 − 10 −22 seconds), far less than one complete revolution [42] .)
In summary, it appears not only that QGP vorticity is unobservable in very high energy collisions, but that it is not particularly large even in relatively low-energy collisions. This is consistent with the fact that it has been so hard to detect; equally, it is consistent with the idea that there is some kind of restrictive upper bound on this vorticity. In this work, we will use a simple gauge-gravity model to propose an explicit bound of this kind. If this upper bound is responsible for "holding down" the QGP vorticity, then one would expect the bound to be approximately attained; we will see that this is in fact the case.
A Vorticity Bound From Holography
The experimental evidence for QGP vorticity was discovered at the RHIC facility by lowering the impact energies in convenient steps (to be described). As with the other Beam Energy Scan experiments mentioned earlier, this takes us into the realm of very strongly coupled plasmas. It also takes us into an unfamiliar region of the quark matter phase diagram, a region of large baryonic chemical potentials, and also of extremely intense magnetic fields [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] induced in the plasma by the spectator nucleons (this could be relevant here because of possible non-trivial interactions between magnetic fields and vorticity: see for example [50, 51] ). To analyse the behaviour of the vortical QGP, we therefore need technical tools capable of handling strong coupling, large baryonic chemical potentials and magnetic fields, and so on.
In this domain, the techniques of gauge-gravity duality [52] [53] [54] ("holography") are suitable, and they have played the useful role of directing attention to features of the QGP that might otherwise have escaped attention. The method is particularly valuable in suggesting the existence of certain bounds on important quantities: most famously, it imposes, under well-understood circumstances, a (lower) bound on the plasma's dynamic viscosity, a bound which depends on its entropy density but also on other physical parameters [55] [56] [57] [58] . Other examples involve parameter-dependent bounds on cosmic magnetic fields [59] and on the QGP Reynolds number [41] .
The simplest holographic models of the QGP involve thermal black holes in an asymptotically AdS spacetime: the physics at infinity should correspond, at least qualitatively and perhaps to some extent quantitatively, to the physics of the QGP. In the case where the system at infinity has a large angular momentum, holographic duality requires that the bulk black hole should itself have a non-zero angular momentum: it must be an AdSKerr black hole (first used in this general context, though in a four-dimensional bulk, in [60] .) The angular momentum of the black hole controls (in a highly non-trivial way) the rotational parameters of matter on the boundary, which models the QGP vortices we wish to study.
Even in the simplest models (which are nevertheless fully adequate for analysing present data, as in [11] ), the polarization percentage is proportional not only to the vorticity, but also, inversely, to the temperature: see equation (25) , below. This does not, however, solve the problem: as impact energies increase, so do temperatures, but only very slowly -far too slowly to account for the effect we are discussing here. In these models, then, one has to look for an explanation in terms of the behaviour of the QGP vorticity itself: it must vary in some unusual (non-linear) way as the impact energy -and, with it, the angular momentum imparted to the plasma -increases. (A nonlinear relation between angular momentum and angular velocity is possible, but only if the relevant moment of inertia of the plasma sample is affected by the impact energy, as suggested in general terms in [35] ; related ideas have been put forward in [13, 38, 39] .)
The crucial point here is that, in the physics of rotating black holes, there is in fact a highly unusual relationship between the angular momentum and the angular velocity of particles moving around the black hole, connected with the well-known phenomenon of frame dragging. This relation is certainly not one of direct proportionality (zero angular momentum does not entail zero angular velocity, for example). Thus we can hope that the gauge-gravity duality might supply the relation we need here.
We will show that the simple holographic model based on the geometry of a fivedimensional AdS-Kerr black hole spacetime actually realises this programme. It leads directly to an explicit non-linear relation between vorticity and angular momentum, which does in fact impose an upper bound on the possible vorticity in a boundary theory, a particular configuration in the dual N = 4 super-Yang-Mills theory that represents the QGP produced by a heavy-ion collision with a given impact energy and centrality. The bound takes the explicit and simple form
where ω is the vorticity (equal to the local angular velocity in the convention, used here, in which vorticity is half the curl of the velocity field 3 ), ε is the energy density of the plasma, α is its angular momentum density, and κ is a certain dimensionless constant with the indicated approximate value 4 . The two densities can be computed from the impact energy and the centrality of the collision, as explained earlier, and so one can think of the bound as being fixed by those data 5 .
3 Note that many references define it as the curl itself, but here we follow [8] and [11] . 4 Its value can readily be computed numerically to any required precision; it is derived from one of the roots of a certain octic polynomial. 5 We shall use, throughout, natural (not Planck) units; however, since most of the parameters have interpretations in terms of lengths and volumes, it is convenient to take as our base unit the femtometre or fm ( This upper bound is remarkable in three ways. First, it depends only on two readily computed quantities, ε and α, and only on their ratio: each of these quantities, as a density, varies strongly as the fireball expands, but their ratio is much less affected.
Secondly, as we will see, the derivation follows in a quite elementary way from the structure of the geometry imposed on conformal infinity by the bulk black hole geometry, without any further assumptions: it does not, for example, depend on subtle stability analyses like those employed to derive the bounds in [59] and [41] . Its status as a prediction of the gauge-gravity duality is correspondingly robust.
Finally, and most importantly: if we fix the centrality but increase the impact energy, both ε and α increase; but α increases far more rapidly than ε, so, since the right side of (1) depends on α inversely, the bound becomes ever more stringent as the impact energy increases. In particular, as we will show, the bound reduces the vorticity below any observable level for high-energy collisions (at present, any impact energy beyond √ s NN = 200 GeV). On the other hand, the bound is much less stringent at lower impact energies, and (allowing for the large theoretical and observational uncertainties) permits clearly observable hyperon polarization, particularly at impact energies in the
GeV range. We find, comparing with the data reported in [11] , that our bound is satisfied, in fact approximately attained, in all cases except one, where the impact energy is so low that it is questionable whether a plasma is in fact actually produced (and where the reported global polarization for Λ hyperons is anomalously large). We will show that, if we assume that the bound is attained, then the model gives an explicit account of the changes in the plasma moment of inertia that explain how the angular velocity can be small at high impact energies.
A useful way of thinking about the vorticity bound is that it tells us precisely what it means, for collisions at a given impact energy and centrality, to say that the resulting vorticity is "large": it means that the vorticity is of the order of the value on the right side of the inequality (1). We will show that the vorticities reported in [11] are certainly large in this sense. Since these vortices are sustained by the strong(est) interaction, it may be that these reported values are the largest possible for vortices in any substance.
We begin by setting up the holographic model.
The Holographic Model of Vorticity
The bulk metric here is that of a five-dimensional asymptotically AdS 5 black hole with a topologically spherical event horizon; this allows us to exploit the gauge-gravity duality in its most familiar form, in which the physics in an asymptotically AdS 5 spacetime is dual to that of an N = 4 super-Yang-Mills theory defined on the four-dimensional conformal boundary. We need the black hole to rotate, and the corresponding metrics were given in [61] (but see also [62] and [63] for important discussions of the formulae for the physical mass and angular momentum) 6 . In five dimensions, the black hole can rotate around two distinct axes simultaneously, so in general one has a pair of rotation parameters, (a, b); but here we only need one axis, corresponding at conformal infinity to the axis of a vortex; so we set one of the rotation parameters equal to zero. The AdS 5 -Kerr metric in this simplified case takes the form
where
Here L is the asymptotic AdS curvature length scale, and a and M are (positive) parameters 7 describing the geometry of the spacetime; they are related (but not equal ) respectively to the black hole specific angular momentum (angular momentum per unit physical mass) A and the physical mass 8 m. In fact, setting b = 0 in the formulae given in [63] , we have (if j denotes the black hole's physical angular momentum)
where ℓ B is the gravitational length scale in the bulk. Thus the specific angular momentum is given by
Note carefully that this differs from the four-dimensional case, where a itself is the specific angular momentum. Other important characteristics of the black hole can be computed from its geometry: for example, the Hawking temperature is given [63] by
below (which is all we need to deduce the vorticity bound). Note in this connection that the rate of fall-off of the electric contribution to the metric is larger in five than in four dimensions. 7 In the system of natural units we use here, a has units of length, while M has units of squared length. 8 In natural units, A has units of length, m of inverse length.
where r H denotes the horizon radius (which can be regarded as a function of M and a through its definition as the largest root of ∆ r ), and the entropy by
Notice that a must always be strictly smaller than L, since otherwise the spacetime signature will not be Lorentzian when θ is sufficiently near to 0. Since this implies that Ξ must be positive, it is clear from equation (5) that A is always smaller than a and L (though it approaches a, and therefore also L, as a approaches L). In short, we always have A < a < L.
We see that L must have some physical meaning in the bulk, in addition to its geometric interpretation there: it is a quantity which, in some way we need to explain, is related to or perhaps determined by the specific angular momentum of the black hole. In the application to the QGP, holographic duality implies that L must have a physical interpretation in terms of the plasma physics, connected in some way with the specific angular momentum of the plasma. In any case it is clear that, since A is fixed separately for each class of collisions (specifically, by the impact energy and centrality), so also L must be influenced by those parameters, and perhaps determined by them; otherwise it will not be possible to ensure that (8) holds under all circumstances. In short, the inequalities (8) are of basic importance, because they essentially imply that, in order for us to make use of the AdS-Kerr black holes in holography, we must elucidate the physical meaning of L. We will see that L is omnipresent in our calculations, and so it is essential to have a good understanding of the consequences of varying it. We will return to this point several times.
Finally, we draw the reader's attention to the fact that, contrary to appearances, the angular coordinates θ, φ, ψ used in [61] , which we follow here, are not the familiar polar coordinates on the three-sphere: for example, one sees that, when A = 0, the angular part of the metric is dθ 2 + sin 2 θdφ 2 + cos 2 θdψ 2 , which is indeed the usual round metric on S 3 , but not in polar coordinates. Instead, these are the coordinates 9 usually used to describe S 3 when it is regarded as a principal U(1)-bundle over S 2 , that is, as the Hopf bundle [65] . The two coordinates φ and ψ both run from 0 to 2π, while θ runs from 0 to π/2; thus in fact each fixed value of θ corresponds to a two-torus, except in the "degenerate" cases θ = 0, π/2, which correspond to one-dimensional circles. In particular, the single condition θ = π/2 reduces the dimensionality by two: it means that we are on the equator of S 3 , described by a single angular coordinate, φ.
9 In terms of the usual coordinates (x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) on Euclidean IR 4 , we have, for a three-sphere of radius r, x 0 = r cos ψ cos θ
Notice however that, if we set ψ = 0, then the remaining coordinates can be interpreted as polar coordinates on a hemisphere of S 2 .
The physics of this black hole determines, according to the gauge-gravity duality [52] , that of a field theory on the boundary (r → ∞); fields in the latter approximate, to some extent, to the QGP. Thus, the Hawking temperature T of the black hole corresponds to the temperature of the plasma, the ratio of the black hole's entropy to its (physical) mass is equal to the ratio of the plasma entropy density s to its energy density ε, and similarly the black hole specific angular momentum parameter A is interpreted as the ratio of the QGP angular momentum density α to its energy density.
Conversely, given observational data on T , s/ε, and A = α/ε for a particular sample of the QGP, one can solve for the three parameters M, a, L and so reconstruct the bulk geometry 10 . Again we stress that L is in principle computable from physical data on the boundary 11 . In practice, this cannot be done in the absence of data regarding the entropy density of the vortical plasma (which may well differ greatly from its value for plasmas produced in central collisions). We will see however that there is another way of deducing the value of L.
Vorticity and Angular Momentum in the Holographic Model
As with the asymptotically flat Kerr geometry, the bulk geometry here is characterized by the remarkable phenomenon of frame dragging. There is a fundamental difference between the asymptotically AdS and asymptotically flat cases, however, and this proves to be crucial for our purposes; so let us briefly review how frame dragging works in our case.
Consider a free particle (always with non-zero rest mass, henceforth) in the fivedimensional AdS-Kerr spacetime. Because this spacetime, unlike the SchwarzschildTangherlini spacetime, does not have a symmetry in the θ direction, even free particles can have complicated orbits; so we will (throughout) focus on particles on or near the equator. As explained above, in the Hopf coordinates on S 3 this is a circle obtained by setting θ equal to a fixed constant, π/2. Fixing also r and ψ, we can then focus on angular momentum associated with the φ direction, which is all we need to set up a model of vorticity in the QGP. (Under these assumptions, the particle angular momenta associated with rotation around the θ and ψ directions vanish, which is reasonable in view of the fact that, by assumption, the black hole is not rotating around those directions. Note that this statement would not hold for the φ direction: a particle with zero angular velocity in that direction does not have vanishing angular momentum in that direction.)
Recall now that, in a spacetime like this one which is not flat, angular momentum is not defined by the familiar formula which makes it proportional to the angular velocity; 10 We have equation (6) for the temperature; s/ε is expresed in terms of a ratio computed by combining equations (4) and (7); and equation (5) gives us an expression for α/ε. None of the resulting equations involves ℓ B , so indeed we now have three equations for the three unknowns M, a, L. One can, in principle, compute ℓ B from L, using the holographic dictionary [52] , if one knows the number of colours in the boundary theory.
11 There is an extensive literature (for example, see [66] [67] [68] ) on the interpretation of the AdS cosmological constant as defining a pressure (in five dimensions, 1/(2πℓ
2 )), with a consequent (very subtle) interpretation in terms of the pressure of the matter in the boundary theory. A computation of L and ℓ B in terms of these other QGP parameters therefore indicates that this pressure might also be computable in principle.
for that quantity would not, in general, be conserved for a free particle even in the presence of a rotational symmetry.
Instead one proceeds by noting that an angular Killing vector field -in this case the one associated with the φ direction, normalised so that φ has period 2π -allows us to define, along the geodesics corresponding to free particles, a conserved quantity. This is the angular momentum per unit mass: the inner product of this normalised Killing field with the unit tangent to the particle worldline,ṫ ∂ t +φ ∂ φ (where dots denote differentiation with respect to the proper time of the particle).
Thus, for a massive particle on an equatorial orbit, outside the event horizon, with zero angular momentum, we have (from equation (2)
and so the angular velocity of such a particle relative to this system, Ω 0 (the subscript referring to the angular momentum per unit mass), takes the value
This is non-zero in general, and so we have the phenomenon of frame dragging: even a particle with zero angular momentum has a non-zero angular velocity in general.
The great difference between the asymptotically flat and asymptotically AdS cases, however, is that frame dragging in the latter case is omnipresent: even at arbitrarily large distances from the black hole, one still has a residual angular velocity (denoted by ω 0 ), obtained by letting r → ∞ in (10) (note that ∆ r is asymptotic to r 4 /L 2 ):
This does not happen in the asymptotically flat case, and it represents an important departure. For it means that the rotation of the black hole leaves, in the AdS case, a direct physical imprint on the region "near infinity". When we construct the conformal boundary, as we need to do to use holography 12 , we must take this into account. The geometry of this boundary is fixed by means of a conformal re-scaling of the metric g(AdSK (a,0) 5 ) as the limit is taken to infinity. Mathematically we are entitled to use any conformal factor with the appropriate asymptotic behaviour, and clearly there is a wide choice of representatives of the conformal structure at infinity so defined. From a physical point of view, however, it makes sense to choose a representative which reflects the persistence of frame dragging to points in the spacetime arbitrarily distant from the black hole.
With this in mind, we take the boundary metric to be g(AdSK (a,0) 5
12 For the AdS/CFT duality in this situation see [69] .
obtained from g(AdSK
) by extracting a conformal factor r 2 /L 2 , taking the limit r → ∞, and then doing some algebraic simplifications.
Notice that, with this metric, the time coordinate t represents proper time for a stationary observer at infinity located at one of the poles (θ = ψ = 0); we can take this observer to be an outside observer, fixed in the laboratory; so, in each case we consider below (particles with zero, respectively non-zero angular momentum), dφ/dt represents an angular velocity as measured by this observer. Notice too that a massive particle on the equator moving with angular velocity ω 0 has, as the notation suggests, zero angular momentum: from equation (12), the angular momentum per unit mass iṡ
so, with this choice of metric, the angular velocity at infinity matches the residual frame dragging angular velocity in the bulk. One might say that "the space at infinity is rotating" at a constant angular velocity, but this is rather misleading: we should bear in mind that it means no more than that ω 0 is the angular velocity of massive particles having angular momentum per unit mass equal to zero (and not to A, for example). We propose to use the spacetime with metric g(AdSdyKN) ∞ to connect the rotation of the bulk black hole with the angular momentum of the plasma in a QGP with non-zero vorticity. As usual in collision physics, the matter produced by the collision is described by focusing on a two-dimensional reaction plane or "x−z plane" containing the axis of the collision (conventionally denoted z), a perpendicular axis measuring distance away from the axis (conventionally denoted by x) and a y axis pointing in the approximate direction of the angular momentum vector. We regard the particles constituting a QGP vortex as executing circular motion in the reaction plane, and we model this holographically by studying particles moving on the equator of the conformal boundary of the black hole we introduced above. The connection is made by requiring these particles to have the same angular momentum to mass ratio as the particles in the actual vortex.
We stress that we are exclusively interested in modelling the angular motion of a single particle moving (approximately) on a single typical circular orbit, not in constructing a model of an entire vortex. This is for two reasons. First, the data refer only to measured vorticities: the actual linear velocity of particles in the vortices are poorly constrained, and in any case they obviously vary with distance from the centre in a way that is still more poorly constrained. Second, an attempt to deal with the variations in the radial direction would lead into the subtleties associated with the relativistic rotating disc, the subject of the well-known "Ehrenfest paradox" (see [70] , page 90, for a clear modern treatment). Rather than become involved in questions such as whether the rotating QGP is "Born rigid", and so on, we prefer to focus only on the angular velocity, which is much simpler.
To resume: we have seen that, due to the frame dragging effect inherited at infinity from the bulk black hole, a particle with zero angular momentum there rotates relative to the coordinate system we used above. Here, however, we are not concerned with matter having zero angular momentum: by hypothesis, the angular momentum of the vortical QGP is some non-zero, in fact large, value. The obvious way to represent this in our model is to consider particles on the equator not with zero angular momentum, but rather with an angular momentum to mass ratio given precisely by A, the ratio of the QGP angular momentum density to its energy density. These will of course rotate not at ω 0 but at a different angular velocity, ω A , relative to this coordinate system.
The physical angular velocity ω is computed as the difference between the angular velocity of particles with non-zero angular momentum and that of fictitious particles with zero angular momentum: we have ω = ω A − ω 0 . This will correspond to the vorticity of the plasma observed in the laboratory. (ω 0 and ω A , by contrast, do not correspond to anything observable and should be regarded as mere formal constructs.)
We now proceed precisely as in the computation of frame dragging. Again we evaluate the conserved quantity, the inner product of the unit tangent with the normalised Killing vector field, but now we haveṫ
The situation now is a little more complicated than before, since this equation cannot be solved for ω A = dφ/dt directly; we need also to use the fact thatṫ∂ t +φ ∂ φ is indeed a unit vector, that is,
Using this equation, we can eliminateṫ, so obtaining a quadratic equation for ω A :
Solving this and subtracting ω 0 , we obtain two equal and oppositely signed values for ω, corresponding of course to the two possible directions of rotation; taking the positive value we have finally,
where, through equation (5), we can regard Ξ as the function of A given by
We see that the relation between angular velocity and angular momentum (per unit mass) is not simple in this model; the two are not proportional unless A/L is known to be very small and L is fixed. In fact we see that ω is small both when A is small and when it is large (that is, close to its maximum possible value 13 , L: for in that case, a too is close to L, and then the factor of Ξ in the numerator in (17) is small). In short, equations (17) and (18) supply the promised non-linear relation which we hope to use to codify the peculiar fact that, observationally, large angular momenta do not seem to lead to large hyperon polarizations.
It is important to understand that the structure of equation (17) ensures that causality is never violated here. To see this, let us compute the linear velocity of objects on the equator having angular velocity ω. From equation (12) we see that the circumference is 2πL/ √ Ξ (which is much larger than 2πL, when A, and therefore a, are close to L). For an object with angular velocity ω, the linear velocity is therefore
and this will exceed unity, violating causality, as a and A approach L unless ω tends to zero sufficiently rapidly in the same limit. In short, the angular velocity must decrease towards zero as the angular momentum increases in order to avoid violating causality. In fact, substituting equation (17) into (19) we find
and (in view of inequality (8)) this does always satisfy causality, because the factor of √ Ξ in the denominator of (19) has been cancelled.
Let us consider the origin of the crucial quantity Ξ. It appears in the penultimate term in equation (12) simply because it is inherited from the black hole metric in equation (2) . In both cases it is necessarily present in order to ensure that the geometry should be regular: without it, there would be conical singularities at the poles (that is, the ratio of the circumference of a circle centred on a pole to its radius would not tend to 2π as the radius tends to zero 14 ). To summarize, then: due to the (geometrically necessary) presence of the Ξ factor, the length of the equator in this geometry depends on the angular momentum, and this enforces a non-linear relation between angular velocity and angular momentum. This in turn allows ω to approach zero as A becomes large (approaching L). This seems odd on one side of the holographic duality, but by no means on the other; for it is obvious that the Kerr-like bulk geometry does change in response to changes in the angular momentum of the black hole. Equally, the holographic duality reconciles us to the possibility that angular momentum need not be linearly related to angular velocity, for, around a black hole, this is precisely the normal situation.
Equation (17) gives the relation between the angular velocity and the specific angular momentum of a free particle on a circular orbit in the conformal infinity of the fivedimensional AdS-Kerr black hole (rotating exclusively around one of the possible two axes). Holographically, it should relate the vorticity of a "QGP-like" field theory to the ratio of its angular momentum and energy densities. The relationship is mediated by the quantity L, which, as explained earlier, we know how to compute in principle, but not in practice. Leaving that difficulty to one side for the present, we see that when A is small relative to L, as is the case for nearly central collisions, then (from equation (18)) Ξ is close to unity, so from equation (17) we have L ≈ A/ω; that is, for approximately central collisions L plays the role played classically by the radius of gyration, the square 14 This is particularly clear in the boundary geometry: there, the circumference of a circle of the form θ = θ 0 = constant, located on the two-dimensional hemisphere ψ = 0, is 2πL sin θ 0 / √ Ξ, while its radius, measured from the pole (of both the 3-sphere and the two-dimensional hemisphere) along the hemisphere, is
; the ratio only tends to 2π as θ 0 → 0 because the √ Ξ factor is present.
root of the moment of inertia of a rigid system (around some axis) divided by the mass of the system. The radius of gyration describes the distribution of rotating matter relative to the axis of rotation: it is the link between angular momentum and angular velocity, and as such is clearly of central interest in any effort to understand the peculiar observed relation between the angular momentum of the QGP and its vorticity. When A is not small relative to L, then the latter can no longer be identified exactly with the radius of gyration, but clearly it plays the same role in linking angular momentum to vorticity: it determines an "effective radius of gyration", k eff ≡ A/ω (since L fixes ω when A is given). We can therefore think of different values of L, for given A, as having a physical meaning in terms of variations of k eff , that is, in terms of various possible distributions of the plasma around the axis of a vortex. We will return to this later.
The unfortunate fact remains, however, that we do not know how to compute L from the actual data on the vortical QGP: thinking of it as a quantity computable from an effective radius of gyration does not help, since there are no relevant data. Fortunately, there is a simple way to circumvent this problem.
The Bound
As we know, the black hole parameter A has a holographic interpretation as the ratio of the plasma angular momentum density to its energy density; it can therefore be computed explicitly from physical data, and we will explain how to do this shortly. Knowing A, we may use equations (17) and (18) to regard ω as a function of L: as we have seen, this has an explicit physical interpretation in terms of the variation of angular velocity with the effective radius of gyration. We know (from the inequality (8)) the domain on which L can vary: it is the open interval (A, ∞). We now ask more specifically: for a given value of A, how does ω behave, as a function of L, on this domain?
Equations (17) and (18) answer this question. Clearly ω vanishes as L → ∞, as expected, since this is the regime of small angular momentum per unit mass (or of large effective radius of gyration, as above). More surprisingly, we have seen that it also vanishes as L tends down to A. Now since ω is continuous and positive as a function of L, it follows that ω is bounded above.
In fact, ω(L) can be completely described analytically; the analysis is rather intricate but of course essentially elementary. One finds 15 that this function has a unique maximum,
where σ is a pure number which can be computed to any desired precision: approximately, it is σ ≈ 1.2499.
We can now compute ω max by substituting L ωmax , that is, σA, into equation (18), to 15 One computes the derivative and sets it equal to zero; a somewhat elaborate algebraic manipulation reduces this condition to solving the octic 24σ 8 + 63σ 6 − 64σ 4 − 176σ 2 + 48 = 0, where σ is defined in equation (21) . This is a quartic in σ 2 and so it can be solved explicitly and exactly if desired. One finds that there are two real positive solutions for σ, of which however only one, given approximately in (22) , allows the crucial inequality (8) to be satisfied.
find Ξ in this case; then equation (17) gives
where κ is a pure number, which can be computed to any desired precision, having the indicated approximate value. That is, no matter how L is determined by the underlying physical effects, ω can never exceed this value, once A has been fixed. With the holographic interpretation of A as α/ε, this is the bound given in Section 2 above.
An example is shown in Figure 1 : this shows ω(L) in the case of collisions at 27 GeV per pair, with 20% centrality (see below for the details). Here α/ε ≈ 17.37 fm; there is a clear maximum at L ≈ 21.72 fm, and the value of ω at that maximum is ≈ 0.0160 fm −1 ; both values are in agreement with (21), (22), and (23) . (In more conventional units, this upper bound is around 4.8 × 10
21 · s −1 ; this is to be compared with the observed value (averaged over impact energies, so including considerably larger angular velocities at impact energies below 27 GeV) reported in [11] , that is, 9 ± 1 × 10 21 · s −1 .) Figure 1 : Prediction of the holographic model for angular velocity (units fm −1 ) as a function of L (units fm); impact energy = 27 GeV, centrality = 20%.
To summarize: we have proposed that the observational data can be described by a non-linear relation between vorticity and angular momentum. The gauge-gravity duality provides an explicit relation of this kind: equation (17) (with Ξ given by (18) ). If this equation does describe the situation more or less accurately, then it follows that QGP vorticities are bounded above, as in equation (23) .
Notice that, even when the particles in the model with angular velocity ω have the maximal possible angular velocity for a given value of A, they move at a velocity v ω (ω max ), given by substituting L/A = σ into equation (20) , from which we obtain
that is, well below light speed. Thus causality does not explain the existence of the upper bound -an important point 16 . Instead, the existence of the vorticity bound is ultimately due to the specific form taken by the black hole metric in the bulk, which involves factors of ∆ θ and Ξ (not occurring in the more familiar asymptotically flat Kerr metric) which must be present if the Einstein equation (with a strictly negative cosmological constant) is to be satisfied and (as we saw earlier) conical singularities are to be avoided. The bound is in this sense truly a holographic bound: it is the expression, through the duality, of specific geometric conditions in the bulk.
We now turn to the problem of comparing this bound with the actual data (from [11, 24] ).
The Data
Before we begin, we should be open regarding the fact that precision is not to be looked for in these computations. As is well known, the field theories considered in the gauge-gravity duality are not (in all regimes) closely similar to QCD: there are important analogies (discussed very clearly in [52] ) but there are basic differences. The observational data, too, suffer from large uncertainties: [11] reports a large systematic uncertainty in the given values of the polarization percentages. (The principal difficulty here is that, to relate vorticities, which are not directly observable, to polarizations, one needs to know the precise temperature corresponding to a given energy density; and this is a notoriously difficult problem [72] .)
We will nevertheless see that there is much to be learned here; our main priority at this point, however, is to assure ourselves that the vorticity bound predicts values for hyperon polarizations that are at least of a reasonable order of magnitude. Our secondary objective is to explain clearly how the relevant calculations can be done when more precise data become available in future.
We need estimates for the angular momentum of the QGP in peripheral collisions, and also for the energy density, for various impact energies and centralities. For the former, we rely on [35] , where estimates 17 using the AMPT ("A Multi-Phase Transport") model are given; for the latter we use [73] , where very detailed computations of many relevant parameters (using a colour string percolation model) are given. In both cases, the values given seem reasonable. Other models might be chosen, but the differences are unlikely to be sufficiently large as to modify our general conclusions.
Proceeding in this way, we can (with simple additional assumptions regarding the geometry of the overlapping nuclei) compute the right side of the inequality (1), and thus place an explicit bound on the vorticity in each case. We can relate this to the average polarizations of primary Λ and Λ hyperons by means of the equation 18 (see [8] and [11] )
where natural units are used and T is the temperature as usual. This equation allows us to express the vorticity bound as a bound on the total polarization, obtaining inequalities of the form
where C denotes centrality and where we now know how to compute Φ( √ s NN , C) from ω max in each instance; it is expressed as a percentage. We consider three different impact energy regimes.
Collisions at 62.4 GeV and Higher
Let us begin by considering the highest-energy collisions studied by the STAR collaboration and reported in [22] , at 200 GeV per pair; that work also reports results on collisions at 62.4 GeV, to which we return below; we will also discuss the analogous LHC studies at that point. In [11] , the focus is on collisions with 20% to 50% centrality. This means [74, 75] that the impact parameters vary from around 6.75 femtometres (fm) up to around 10.5 fm. On this domain, one finds [35] that the angular momentum imparted to the plasma in 200 GeV collisions steadily decreases, from about 110000 (in natural units; in conventional units, 110000 · ) at b = 6.75 fm to around 40000 at b = 10.5 fm. However, the volume of the overlap region also decreases as the impact parameter increases, and we find that, to a good approximation, the two effects cancel for collisions with 20% to 50% centrality: that is, the angular momentum density α is roughly independent of b in this range of b values. We therefore focus on collisions at 20% centrality, since, in this range, these collisions are the least affected by the variations of the nuclear density near the boundary of the nucleus, and other effects associated with the very small volumes of the plasma produced by high-centrality collisions.
The volume of the plasma sample can then be computed in an elementary way, in a "hard sphere" model, using the formula [76] for the volume of the intersection of two spheres. However, as explained in [35] , this underestimates the effective volume, both because the "sharp edge" assumption is inadequate (a Woods-Saxon profile is used in [35] ) and because, in reality, some nucleons outside the overlap zone contribute to the fireball, effectively increasing the volume. This effect is estimated in [35] to be of order 2 to 3, depending on the impact parameter: in our case it is around 2. In addition, we must of course take into account relativistic contraction, estimated in [77] to be roughly 7 for the equilibrated plasma.
Taking all this into account, we find that, for √ s NN = 200 GeV collisions at C = 20% centrality, the angular momentum density is approximately given by
According to [73] , the energy density in this case is approximately 10.55/fm 4 , and so we compute the maximal vorticity, according to equation (23), as
Using a temperature of approximately 190 MeV [73] , we can express the vorticity bound in this case in the form
When the first observations of polarization of Λ and Λ hyperons were announced, such a value was too small to be detected (see the rightmost points in Figure 4 of [11] ). Subsequent analysis of a much larger data set [24] has however found evidence of such polarization, at a level which is in remarkably good agreement with the upper bound given here: that is, the reported values are
This is the most precise vorticity observation thus far reported, so the agreement with the vorticity bound is particularly noteworthy. If one repeats this calculation for collisions at an impact energy of 62.4 GeV, one finds that the energy density is of course lower (about 7.59/fm 4 ), as is the temperature (about 179 MeV) and that the angular momentum density also drops, but more sharply, to around 236.4/fm 3 (it scales approximately linearly with √ s NN [35] ): this pattern is seen throughout these calculations. The result is a much less stringent bound,
which might well be detectable in an analysis similar to that of [24] ; unfortunately, with the current data the error bars are large in this case (see the second-from-rightmost points in Figure 4 of [11] ), and clear evidence of polarization is yet to be obtained. There is in any case no conflict with our claim that P Λ ′ + P Λ ′ can be no larger than this. At the other extreme, one can consider the collisions studied in the ALICE experiment: here, in the collisions at 2.76 TeV, the energy density [78] is about 2.3 times larger than in the 200 GeV collisions, but the angular momentum density is about 13.5 times larger for a given centrality; furthermore, the temperature is somewhat higher, roughly 300 MeV. The ALICE investigation [23] considered centrality in two ranges: 15% to 50%, and also 5% to 15%. As before, in the first case we can take 20% to be representative, and then we obtain an extremely severe bound:
The other range is interesting, since the data go down to a very low centrality. Here the angular momentum is enormous, but it does not vary monotonically with impact parameter, so this case merits separate investigation. The much larger overlap volume when the impact parameter is small (around 3.5 fm for 5% centrality) makes itself felt here, and we find in this case a slightly less stringent bound despite the higher angular momentum:
This interesting relaxation of the bound at low centralities is characteristic of the holographic model, and we will discuss it in more detail elsewhere. For the present we merely note that this is still an extremely low value. Even with the substantial (theoretical and observational) uncertainties here, it is clear that, in all cases, the vorticity bound is completely inconsistent with any observation of hyperon polarization in these experiments (and of course this prediction is even more firm for the collisions at 5.02 TeV [79] ). This is entirely consistent with the reported data [23] .
In summary, the vorticity bound asserts that global polarization of Λ and Λ hyperons should certainly not be observable at impact energies much above 200 GeV. It is consistent with a tiny total polarization at 200 GeV -now observed, at almost exactly the maximum value permitted by the bound. If the uncertainties can be very considerably reduced, and if the bound continues to be saturated (see below), we expect it to be observable in collisions at 62.4 GeV, at a total percentage about double the observed value at 200 GeV.
Let us turn, then, to much lower impact energies.
Collisions at 39, 27, and 19.6 GeV
The STAR collaboration took data at 39, 27, and 19.6 GeV impact energies. We interrupt our investigation at 19.6 GeV because, while data were also taken at still lower impact energies (to be discussed below), it is not completely clear that the QGP is actually formed in those cases; this is discussed in detail in [73] . We will not take a stand on this issue, but we find it clearest to focus first on the cases which are not in doubt.
In the case of collisions at 39 GeV, with 20% centrality, we find that the angular momentum density α has dropped to around 147.8/fm 3 , the energy density ε to 7.25/fm 4 , the temperature to 178 MeV, and so the vorticity bound gives us
the corresponding collisions at 27 GeV have α ≈ 102.3/fm 3 , T ≈ 172 MeV, and ε ≈ 5.89/fm 4 , and so we have
Finally, for collisions at 19.6 GeV we have a still lower angular momentum density of around 74.2/fm 3 , T ≈ 171 MeV, and the energy density is about 5.6/fm 4 , leading to
The agreement with Figure 4 of [11] (sixth pair from left for 39 GeV, fifth from left for 27 GeV, fourth from left for 19.6 GeV) (of course one has to add the two values shown there at each impact energy) is far better than one was entitled to expect (that is, agreement to within a factor of at best 2). The rate at which the total polarization declines with increasing impact energy is reproduced particularly well.
We notice that the vorticity bound is not only (approximately) satisfied: it appears, in all three cases, to be (approximately) attained, that is, the inequality in (1) could be an equation. It may well be that the bound is attained also in all of the previous cases we examined; it is just that the bound is so low that the polarization, while present, cannot be detected in some cases (particularly the ALICE observations). We will discuss this observation in more detail, below.
In short: at these impact energies, the vorticity bound relaxes quite dramatically, to the point where global polarization of Λ and Λ hyperons should be clearly observable; and so it has proved: these are the impact energies for which the evidence for hyperon polarization arising from QGP vorticity is most clear-cut [11] .
Finally, we consider the collisions with the lowest impact energies.
6.3 Collisions at 14.5, 11.5, and 7.7 GeV
The reported data [11] on the Λ and Λ hyperon polarizations present a less clear-cut picture than in the case just considered. In particular, the Λ polarization results appear to be systematically larger than those for Λ hyperons, and this suggests that some additional effect may be at work here, making the interpretation of these results somewhat dubious: see [27] , [80] , and particularly [81] . In addition, at these impact energies (particularly for the 7.7 GeV case), it is open to doubt whether a QGP actually forms. If this is not the case, of course, then a gauge-gravity approach cannot be used. In any event, the results of the holographic model are as follows. At 14.5 GeV, α ≈ 54.96/fm 3 , T ≈ 168 MeV, ε ≈ 4.56/fm 4 , and then
collisions at 11.5 GeV have α ≈ 43.59/fm 3 , T ≈ 164 MeV, and ε ≈ 3.97/fm 4 , leading to
and finally the 7.7 GeV collisions have α ≈ 29.18/fm 3 , T ≈ 160 MeV, and ε ≈ 3.00/fm 4 , giving
Except at 7.7 GeV, the agreement with [11] continues to be fairly good. In the 7.7 GeV case, the reported polarization for Λ hyperons is so much larger than that for Λ hyperons that this case should be viewed with particular caution. In any event, in view of the large error bars in these cases, we can still assert agreement with the vorticity bound.
It is noteworthy that, as one proceeds to higher impact energies, the difference between the reported Λ and Λ hyperon polarizations grows steadily smaller, being quite negligible [24] at 200 GeV; at the same time, the agreement of the data with the vorticity bound becomes steadily better. This may not be a coincidence.
Our results are summarized in Figure 2 , which should be compared with Figure 4 of [11] by adding together, in the latter, the values corresponding to the two points at each impact energy. 
Attaining the Bound
It is striking that, for all impact energies we have considered but the lowest, the observed vorticities are actually similar in value to the right side of our basic inequality, (1), and not very much smaller than it, as the inequality would permit. Let us take it, as a working hypothesis, that in all experiments in which the impact energy is sufficiently large as to ensure that a QGP is actually formed, and in which the centrality is not extremely small or extremely large (see below), the vorticity attains the largest value permitted by (1). We will see that this allows us to forge a link with certain theoretical ideas regarding the relation between vorticity and angular momentum in these systems.
Obviously, the bound cannot be attained in the case of collisions which are almost exactly central, since the angular momentum density must be close to zero in those cases. According to [35] , the AMPT model mentioned earlier predicts that the angular momentum imparted to the plasma rises from zero, in exactly central collisions, up to a maximum at an impact parameter of about 4 fm, before declining towards zero for larger impact parameters. However, the angular momentum is still very large even for impact parameters somewhat below 4 fm and also for values considerably larger. Based on our findings here, we conjecture that the vorticity bound should be attained, if the QGP is formed, for centralities [74, 75] between 5% and 60%, though a wider range may well be possible.
Consider, for example, collisions at 27 GeV and 5% centrality. Despite the low centrality, the angular momentum density is still around 80.6 fm −3 , significantly higher than the angular momentum density for collisions at 19.6 GeV and 20% centrality (about 74.2/fm 3 ). Since the bound is attained in the latter case, it is reasonable to suppose that it is also attained in the former.
Let us see where the hypothesis of the bound being always attained, under the stated conditions, leads us.
We know from equation (21) that, when the vorticity bound is attained, L ωmax is always a fixed multiple, σ ≈ 1.2499, of A; and of course we know that A (for fixed centrality) increases steadily with the impact energy. Thus, in these circumstances, L ωmax too increases markedly with impact energy. But we know (see the end of Section 4 above) that L ωmax has an interpretation as the parameter that determines the "effective radius of gyration" of the plasma sample, k eff ≡ A/ω. The increase of L ωmax with impact energy therefore has consequences for this quantity.
If the vorticity bound is attained, we have (using equation (23))
that is, k eff (ω max ), like L ωmax , is a constant multiple of A (that is, of α/ε) and so must increase with the impact energy 19 . The increase of k eff (ω max ) with impact energy, under the assumption 20 that the vorticity bound is attained, can be related to the claim in [35] that increasing impact energy affects the fluid moment of inertia. Our conclusion is rather more precise: essentially we claim that this statement applies not just to the moment of inertia but also to the (effective) radius of gyration (that is, to the moment of inertia per unit "mass"). In the holographic model, then, the relevant change with increasing impact energy is in the distribution of matter in QGP vortices, rather than in the energy density. This agrees with the suggestions put forward in [38, 39] , which may explain why the moment of inertia is (in effect) so sensitive to the impact energy. Clearly this point demands clarification.
To summarize: if the bound is always attained in the experiments, then the holographic model explains the observed decline in the global polarizations with impact energy by implying that the effective radius of gyration increases with impact energy at fixed centrality. The precise relation expresses the effective radius of gyration as a linear function of the ratio of the angular momentum density to the energy density; and holography computes the constant of proportionality as in equation (39).
Conclusion
The existence of some kind of bound on vorticity should occasion no surprise: the vortex has to resist a centrifugal force in order to sustain itself for a reasonably long interval of time. The question is whether the bound can be implemented in practice (it should depend, in some simple way, on a small number of readily accessible observational parameters); also, to be useful, it should be markedly more restrictive than expected on the basis of obvious constraints such as those imposed by causality. 19 Note that L ωmax /k eff (ω max ) = σ √ κ, so, from the numerical values of κ ≈ 0.2782 and σ ≈ 1.2499, we have L ωmax /k eff (ω max ) ≈ 0.6593 and thus k eff (ω max ) > L ωmax > A. 20 We stress that this is indeed an additional assumption, beyond the mere existence of a bound: and one notes that, without it, we have no basis for asserting that L ωmax must increase as A increases. The existence of a vorticity bound and the increase of L ωmax with A are logically independent.
We have identified a bound, given by inequality (1), which is precisely of this sort. The bound depends on only two readily extracted parameters, the energy density ε and the angular momentum density α; it is very restrictive, and, crucially, it becomes steadily more so as the impact energy increases.
The agreement of Figure 2 with Figure 4 of [11] , apart from one outlier, is surprising; indeed it is remarkable that the trend is even in the correct (downward) direction. The fact that it suggests, correctly, that hyperon polarization associated with QGP vorticity should be readily observable at impact energies up to around 39 GeV, observable only with difficulty at impact energy 200 GeV, and not at all at higher energies, might almost be called startling.
In view of all of the theoretical and observational uncertainties, however, one should not read too much into this. If one could prove that QCD itself has a holographic dual, then our results would give grounds for asserting that the holographic vorticity bound reflects a fundamental property of the QGP; but that is not yet the case. Our results do make it reasonable, however, to conjecture that a vorticity bound does exist, and that its mathematical form is similar to that of (1) . Our simple holographic model produces a very specific value for the constant κ ; perhaps this can be improved by more sophisticated considerations. At least we have a concrete basis for further investigations by other methods.
The observation that, where the vorticity bound is satisfied, it is also attained, merits further attention. One might try to understand it by thinking of the vorticity as being "held down" by the bound: that is, the vorticity would have been far larger were it not for whatever physical effect it is that underlies the bound (such as the direct effect of vorticity itself on the effective radius of gyration, as discussed in this work). In any case, the hypothesis that the bound is always attained has useful consequences, to be explored elsewhere.
We close with a more general observation. It has been said [82] that one reason for the importance of the holographic KSS bound [55, 56] on the dynamic viscosity η of the QGP given its entropy density s is that it gives a benchmark: saying that η is "small" now means that η is not far above s/4π.
We would like to suggest that the vorticity bound might be used to establish a similar benchmark here: instead of saying that the overall value of the vorticity reported in [11] , 9 ± 1 × 10 21 · s −1 , is "large" (meaning that it is large when compared with vorticities attained in other, vastly more extended and very different systems), we might assert that the vorticities attained in these experiments are "large" because, as we have shown, they are of the order of 0.2782 ε/α for collisions at nearly all impact energies -in other words, they are about as large as they can be, if the bound is correct. Since it is probable that no other substance can sustain vortices at such high angular momentum densities, one can say that the vorticity bound implies that the vorticities reported by the STAR collaboration may, in this sense, be the largest possible for any substance. In any case, it might possibly be useful, with future, more precise data, to report vorticities at a given impact energy and centrality by comparing them with the putative maximum possible value provided by the vorticity bound.
